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L'Annonciation faite d Marie; the ardent 

P~guy of the Myst&re de Jeanne d'Arc; 
the mystic Capitaine Psichari, of the 
Veillhe du centurion, are beginning to be 
better known. 

The only thing to add here, then, is 
that the logical outcome of this whole 
movement is found in a book not 
long out, Maurice Barris' Les diverses 

familles spirituelles de la France. It is 
one of the most moving publications of 
the war. The point which Barris is 
endeavoring to make is this: While the 
spirit of tolerance has achieved miracles 
among the soldiers, causing them all to 
act as brethren in spite of the greatest 
differences in philosophical or religious 
opinions, at the same time the individual 
dogmatic convictions have been deepened 
and strengthened by the experiences of 
the war. The "familles spirituelles" 
are the Catholics, the Protestants, the 
Jews, the Traditionalists (return to 
the old national and perhaps royalistic 

traditions), the Socialists. Tolerance 
before the war meant too often indif- 
ference; this is no longer so; the men, 
during these months of hardships, have 
collected their thoughts, have examined 
with interest the religious creeds of their 
youth, have learned to cherish them; 
and, as they came to love their own, they 
have come to understand how the others 
must be fond of theirs as well. More- 
over, Barris asks us to be careful and not 
confuse this with the sort of artificial 
tolerance produced by the exaltation of 
the first days of the war; as this initial 
emotion subsided, tolerance did not go 
with it; or rather this first tolerance was 
replaced by one of a more substantial 
nature; for the "great wave of enthusi- 
asm" had gone when Barris collected his 
information, and his present testimonialis 
supported by "millions of sublime letters, 
which after two years provide France 
with its spiritual bread." Abundant ex- 
tracts from these letters are reproduced.' 

'Several volumes could be mentioned here, illustrating Barris' contention. Let us name only 
two: L'abb& Chevoleau, caporal au gome d'infanterie, by Emile Baumann (Paris, 1917), and Roger 
Allier [the son of the famous protestant professor in Paris], sous-lieutenant au 

I1i• 
Chasseurs Alpins, 

In Memoriam, published for his family and friends (Paris, 1917). Why not add H. Massis's Le 

Sacrifice, which is almost fanatically Catholic (Paris, 1917)? 

AUTHORITY IN THEOLOGY 

JAMES H. SNOWDEN, D.D., LL.D. 
Professor of Systematic Theology in the Western Theological Seminary 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Authority, the word implying author- 
ship or origination, is the right of control. 
In the political world it is control over 
the external civic life and rests ulti- 

mately on the physical control of the 
body. In the psychological and ethical 
world it is the right to command our 
intellectual assent and our moral obedi- 
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ence. It is this authority of inner 
control that falls within the field of 
theology and religion. Where does this 
authority reside, or wherein does it 
consist ? 

I. The Primary Authority of Truth 
and Right 

The primary authority over mind and 
conscience resides in truth and right. 
It is an intuition or axiom of both intel- 
lect and conscience that we should 
believe what we see to be true and do 
what we believe to be right. Truth is 
our perception of reality, or the corre- 
spondence of our ideas with their 
objects, or of thoughts with things. To 
refuse to assent to and accept what we 
perceive to be true would be to contra- 
dict and subvert our mental constitu- 
tion; it would implant the spirit of 
disloyalty and falsehood in the very 
center of our personality. Right is that 
which ought to be, or conformity to the 
moral law, or to the standard of holiness 
and love. It is self-evident that we 
should do what we believe to be right. 
To refuse to do what we believe we 
ought to do is to do what we believe 
to be wrong, and such an act is a deliber- 
ate violation of conscience and must 
itself be wrong. We are always bound 
to obey conscience, even though con- 
science itself should be objectively 
wrong. Truth and right are thus the 
primary authority over us, and we 
should ever give our allegiance to them 
in belief and conduct. 

II. The Means of Enlightenment 

Both the mind and the conscience, 
however, need enlightenment. The 
mind must have facts and principles in 

order to perceive what is true; and this 
calls for all the means of finding truth 
in every field. The conscience also 
must have light in order that it may see 
the right. We should always obey 
conscience, but when its light is dark- 
ness, how great is that darkness, a 
blind guide leading the blind into a 
ditch! The cruelest or foulest deed may 
then commend itself to and command 
the conscience as an act of purest holi- 
ness. Only more light can scatter the 
mist of ignorance and error that obscures 
its vision or heal its constitutional per- 
versity and blindness. We are bound to 
believe the truth, but we are also bound 
to discover the truth. We are bound to 
obey conscience, but we are also bound 
to enlighten it. 

This imposes on us the duty of using 
all available means for discovering truth 
and right. In the field of the physical 
sciences we must investigate nature 
with all the processes and instruments 
at our command. In history we must 
make unsparing use of spade and monu- 
ment and document. In psychology 
and ethics, sociology and politics, we 
must dissect the soul and society and 
discover their nature and laws. Theol- 
ogy uses all these means, or at least the 
results of all these means, in so far as it 
is a universal science. But there are 
some means that specially belong to it. 
For it nature throws some light on the 
presence and power and wisdom of God, 
and man is a clearer manifestation of his 
nature and purpose. This light becomes 
still clearer in the Bible, which is the 
express revelation of God's purpose and 
plan in redemption; and it reaches its 
perfection of undimmed splendor in 
Christ, in whom dwells the fulness of 
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the Godhead bodily. And all these 
revelations lead up to God himself, who 
is the first source and final pattern of all 
truth and right. 

We have here successive means or 
steps of authority in theology, rising 
through nature, man, Scripture, Christ, 
and culminating in God. The highest 
standard of truth is expressed in the 
affirmation, "God is light," in whose 
"light shall we see light," and the high- 
est standard of right and duty is 
expressed in the declaration, "We ought 
to obey God." God alone is the supreme 
Authority and Lord over the human 
mind and conscience. 

III. The Place of Reason in 
Authority 

The question of authority, however, 
is not so simple as it at first seems, and 
we have not yet reached its full state- 
ment. After we have granted that 
truth and right are the primary author- 
ity and that these find their enlighten- 
ment and expression in nature, man, 
Scripture, Christ, and God, yet the 
question remains, How are we to know 
what these successive expressions of 
truth and right disclose to us and impose 
upon us ? The answer is inevitable and 
inescapable: We are driven back to the 
use of our own faculties or to the judg- 
ment of our minds to know what is true 
and binding upon us. All of these means 
of enlightenment and authority from 
nature up through Scripture and Christ 
to God can get at us and into us only 
through our own apprehension and 
understanding, or through our own intel- 
lectual processes. We must ourselves 
see and interpret the facts that are 
presented to us in nature, man, Scrip- 

ture, Christ, and God, and thereby we 
must pass upon their truth and author- 
ity. No one of these means of truth 
can impose itself upon us by its sheer 
authority independent of our own 
judgment, for we cannot know that it 
has any authority until we examine it. 
The fact that a book or a prophet claims 
to be inspired can have no weight with 
us until we test the claim, and the claim 
then depends for its authority upon our 
decision. Anyone might write a book 
that makes the claim of the Koran or the 
Book of Mormon or claim to be inspired 
himself, but we will not and ought not 
to acknowledge the claim until we have 
sat in judgment upon it. This principle 
necessarily applies to the Bible and to 
God himself. Thus all authority exter- 
nal to ourselves must be apprehended 
and judged by our intellectual processes 
before it can become authority to us. 
Reason is the supreme judge in the court 
of the mind. Only its decisions can 
determine for us what is truth and right 
and thereby determine what has author- 
ity to command our belief and obedience. 
The only way to deny this doctrine is to 
use the reason in denying it, and such 
appeal to reason would acknowledge its 
supremacy and thus instal it again in 
the first place. "Who follows truth," 
says W. R. Alger, "carries his star in his 
brain. Even so bold a thought is no 
inappropriate motto for an intellectual 
workman, if his heart be filled with 
loyalty to God, the Author of truth and 
Maker of stars." 

IV. The Place of Feelint in 
Authority 

We cannot dissect the intellectual 
faculty from the other powers of the 
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soul and set it to working by itself. 
The soul is a complex unit, and all its 
faculties of thought, sensibility, and 
will are interrelated and act simul- 
taneously, though one may be predomi- 
nant at any one moment and seem to 
submerge the others. The feelings 
prompt and give interest and richness to 
our ideas, and they pour streams of 
motive power on the will. Feeling is the 
oldest and deepest element in the soul, 
and it is the great subconscious abyss 
out of which emerge the most powerful 
springs of life. Our instinctive impulses 
by which we primarily live, such as 
hunger and sociality, are not the prod- 
ucts of reasoning, but are rooted in our 
feelings and hereditary constitution. 
They urge us into action along the line 
of our fundamental needs before we are 
able to reason about them and con- 
sciously supply them. Pascal says: 

The heart has reasons which the reason 
does not know. There are truths that are 
felt and there are truths that are proved, 
for we know truth, not only by the reason, 
but by the intuitive conviction which may 
be called the heart. The primary truths 
are not demonstrable, and yet our knowledge 
of them is not less certain. Principles are 
felt, propositions are proved. Truths may 
be above reason and yet not contrary to 
reason. 

Feeling is the deepest root of religion 
and will hold the heart fast in faith when 
reason grows skeptical and tries to cut 
this anchor chain. Schleiermacher re- 
solved religion into the feeling of depend- 
ence, and mysticism endeavors to pass 
beyond the region of thought into the 
apprehension of God in pure feeling. 
Feeling thus asserts its influence over us 
with a degree of authority that often 

overrides reason and may become an 
imperious compulsion. 

We must admit and welcome this 
place of feeling in authority; it plays 
an immense part in theology and reli- 
gious life. But it must not be carried to 
the extreme of excluding the reason and 
setting itself up as an independent 
authority. It is only one strand in the 
soul's strength and is too weak to sustain 
the weight of life when separated from 
other strands; or it is only one beam of 
the soul's light and may flicker out and 
become a blind guide when followed by 
itself. Feeling itself needs the illumina- 
tion and guidance of the reason; even 
our most primal instincts need to be 
rationalized and controlled. God hath 
set eternity in our heart, and so out of 
the heart come our deepest needs and 
cries for him, yet the heart should never 
say to the brain, "I have no need of 
thee," but it should work in its light 
and under its guidance. 

V. The Place of Will in Authority 

In the effort to locate the seat of 
authority over faith and conduct, the 
searchlight of theory has swung around 
the full circle of the soul and rested in 
turn on each of its three fundamental 
faculties: now on the intellect in ration- 
alism, then on the feelings in mysticism, 
and more recently on the will in prag- 
matism. This doctrine finds the nature 
as well as the test of truth in the work- 
ability of an idea. That idea or concept 
which works out in experience is true, 
and by another step it is further said that 
that which works is also good. We are 
therefore to plunge into the thick of life 
and find what works, and accept that 
as truth and right and give small weight 
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to the mere logical webs spun out of the 
mind. The doctrine aims to reduce the 
reason to a minimum and increase the 
will to a maximum. As a reaction and 

protest against excessive abstract intel- 
lectualism it has done good, but it has 
gone to an extreme. In so far as it is 
true it is not new, and in so far as it is 
new it is not true. The pragmatic 
doctrine of workability is simply the old 
familiar fact that experience is the test 
of truth; but it is the test and not the 
nature of truth. Pragmatism must use 
the intellect in establishing and applying 
its principle, and in so far as it discredits 
the intellect it undermines itself and in 
its extreme form of disowning reason 
it commits intellectual suicide. 

It is a further principle of pragmatists 
that the will makes truth and "the will 
to believe," as set forth in James's book 
with this title, is a cardinal doctrine with 
some of them. James himself carefully 
states it and guards it from perverse 
understanding and application. In 
many fields and forms of truth, especially 
the ethical, we do make what we believe. 
All our ideals must be turned into actual- 

ity by us and our whole human world 
must be largely shaped by us. Our 
faith in man and in God himself must 
be chosen and energized and its visions 
turned into victories by our own souls 
or it will never be realized. Of course 
the doctrine does not mean that truth 
can be spun out of our minds and dreams 
irrespective of objective reality and 
that we can arbitrarily will to believe 
anything, and its advocates leave no 
excuse for any such perversion and cari- 
cature of it. 

The fact is that the will plays a vital 
part in testing truth and in shaping it 

and is a weighty factor in our belief and 
behavior. Obedience is an organ of 
knowledge in every field. We do not 
know a thing well until we have done it. 
Abstract theory must be wrought out 
into concrete practice. Faith must be- 
come fact. No amount of knowledge of 
the theory of music will make one a 
musician: the student must practice 
until his knowledge becomes his un- 
conscious spontaneity and habit and 
the instrument an extension of his nerv- 
ous system. Such obedience clarifies, 
deepens, and intensifies theoretical 
knowledge and gives it final authority on 
which we rest and act with unwavering 
confidence. But all this is very old, 
whatever new emphasis and illumination 
pragmatists have given it. It runs 
through the Bible and received clear 
and full expression in the words of Jesus, 
"If any man willeth to do his will, 
he shall know of the teaching, whether 
it is of God, or whether I speak of 
myself." 

Neither the intellect nor the sensibil- 
ity nor the will can itself determine our 
sense of truth and right and thereby 
become the seat of authority, but all of 
them working together produce this 
conviction in the soul. All the voices 
of mind and heart and will must speak 
in unanimity as its final decision. When 
we perceive reality and feel it and act 
upon it, then "we speak that we do 
know, and testify that we have seen"; 
then "mind and soul, according well, 
may make music, as before, but vaster." 

VI. Value Judgments 

In recent theology much discussion 
has been given to value judgments as a 
form of authority. The doctrine roots 
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back in the distinction Kant drew 
between the pure or theoretical and the 
practical reason. By the theoretical 
reason he found that he could not reach 
reality and God, but his practical reason 
demanded, as the necessary conditions 
of life, moral freedom, immortality, and 
God. He thus accepted with his practi- 
cal reason what his theoretical reason 
had rejected. Hermann Lotze found 
reality to consist in "soul-like things" 
and ultimate reality to be God the Good. 
He reached the goodness of God through 
his feelings, which gave him a sense of 
the value of God, and he thus originated 
the doctrine of value judgments. Al- 
brecht Ritschl elaborated this doctrine 
as the underlying principle of his whole 
system of theology. The facts of Chris- 
tianity, he maintains, have their entire 
significance in their value for us in the 
Christian life. In particular and as the 
chief cornerstone of his system Christ 
has for us the value of God. 

As thus stated the doctrine is obvi- 
ously true and is only another way of 
stating the fact that experience is a form 
and test of truth for us. Everything 
must be apprehended by its appropriate 
faculty. We must have a musical ear 
in order that we may hear music, and a 
sense of beauty in the soul in order that 
we may see beauty in the sunset. So 
we must taste in order that we may see 
that the Lord is good, and spiritual 
things must be spiritually discerned. 
According to the psychological principle 
of apperception we see things, not only 
as they are, but also as we are. Ritsch- 
lianism is the application of this prin- 
ciple in theology. It is a psychological 
fact that our sense of value resides in our 
feelings. The intellect perceives reality 

only in its factual existence and rela- 
tions, but it does not take account of 
worths, for all facts are for it equally 
parts of reality. The heart, however, 
feels the worth of things, and it is this 
feeling that gives significance and inter- 
est to life and constitutes its triumph and 
tragedy. We can thus look at an 
object in a double relation or from two 
points of view: what it is as a fact and 
what it is worth to us. The same fact, 
as a piece of money, a book, or a little 
faded lock of hair, may have the same 
objective reality viewed apart from its 
mental context or associations, but yet 
be of widely different worths to dif- 
ferent persons, being of colorless interest 
to one and in another waking thoughts 
that are too deep for tears. Our sense 
of the value of religious facts will thus 
enter deeply into our judgment of them, 
and the value judgment may be the 
chief element in our relation to them. 
The practical value of the Christian 
facts and doctrines has always been a 
strong argument in establishing and 
vindicating them. 

The method is true, however, only 
when the value judgment is based on the 
reality as well as on the worth of its 
object. It begins to lose touch with 
truth when it minimizes the objective 
reality and maximizes the subjective 
value until the object fades away and 
leaves only a subjective feeling. It is 
then an attempt to keep the shadow 
while giving up the substance, to have 
the fruit without the root. 

This danger point has been passed, 
if not by Ritschl himself, then by some 
of his followers. The purpose of the 
theory is so to divorce the value judg- 
ments from the theoretical or intellectual 
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judgments of the facts of Christianity 
that the one may be retained whatever 
may be the results of the other, or to 
make practical Christianity independent 
of science and philosophy and higher 
criticism in connection with the super- 
natural in Christianity and thus avoid 
any controversy between science and 
religion. The tendency of the theory 
is to resolve the historic facts of Chris- 
tianity into a subjective sense of their 
value. Ritschl himself, while using 
historical orthodox language in relation 
to Christ and his miracles and resurrec- 
tion, is yet shifting and vague in his 
attitude toward the intellectual knowl- 
edge of the basic facts of Christianity. 
Some of his disciples, however, are out- 
spoken in declaring that the historicity 
of Christ's life and miracles is a matter 
of no consequence, the main fact being 
that Christ has the value of God for us, 
independent of the question of his 
deity or even of his historical existence. 

It is evident that in this radical form 
the value judgment becomes a flickering 
light and an untrustworthy guide. No 
such divorce and independence can be 
instituted between our intellectual and 
our value judgments: they are indis- 
solubly joined together and cannot be 
put asunder. They are mutually de- 
pendent and modify each other, but the 
intellectual fact is basic to the emotional 
value and in the long run will assert 
itself and have its way. We cannot 
permanently keep with our hearts what 
we reject with our heads. The doctrine 
of the value judgment is true only as it 
keeps its judgment rooted in objective 
reality as well as its sense of value rooted 
in the subjective feelings. When the 
objective reality is minimized to the 

vanishing-point the subjective feeling 
will not long endure, but will soon go 
with it; the shadow will vanish with the 
substance, and the fruit will wither when 
the root is cut off. When Christ ceases 
to be a historic reality in his divinity he 
will soon cease to have the value of God, 
or any special value, for us. Jupiter and 
Mars were sincerely worshiped as long 
as they were believed to be realities, but 
when it was discovered that they were 
only myths they soon vanished and left 
their empty temples to be converted into 
Christian churches. If in turn Christ 
is discovered to be a myth or only a man, 
he will also cease to be an object of 
worship and will take his place with 
Jupiter and Mars, or, if historic existence 
be accorded him, then he will go into the 
same category with Apollonius of Tyana 
and Confucius. The value judgment in 
its right form and use is a true means of 
discovering truth and duty, but it needs 
to be safeguarded from a subjectivism 
that is fatal to objective reality. 

VII. The Christian Consciousness 

The Christian consciousness is a form 
of authority in theology. The phrase 
designates the historic corporate con- 
sciousness and spirit of Christian be- 
lievers. It does not mean the limited 
consciousness of any individual which is 
subject to his personal experience and 
peculiarities. It is a social fact corre- 
sponding in religion to what public opin- 
ion is in secular life. It is not a hastily 
formed judgment, but a growth that 
has proceeded through all the Christian 
centuries and embodies the accumulated 
and distilled experience of the generality 
of Christian believers. It has not been 
formed independent of Christ and the 
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Scriptures, but is the progressive inter- 
pretation and application of both Christ 
and Scripture as illuminated and applied 
in study and experience. The Christian 
consciousness is Christ himself redupli- 
cated and extended in the body of his 
followers. It is the fulfilment of his own 
promises that he had yet many things 
to say unto them, that he would be with 
them alway, even unto the end of the 
world, and that his Spirit would lead 
them into all truth and would take of his 
things and show these unto them. It 
does not stand apart from, much less at 
variance with, the Bible and Christ, but 
keeps close to them and identifies itself 
with them in ever-clearer understanding 
and more fruitful fellowship and life. 
It is a transcript of Scripture and a 
corporate human incarnation of the 
Spirit of Christ. 

Of course there may be difficulty at 
times in determining what the Christian 
consciousness is; it is so large and widely 
diffused that it may not clearly speak 
on particular points on which it has not 
yet been fully formulated. Being a 
growth it exists in different stages and 
degrees. Of course, also, no individual 
can presume to set his own experience or 
opinion up as the Christian conscious- 
ness. It is only this consciousness, as it 
has come to a common consensus and 
found general expression, that has any 
authority; and its authority is always 
to be tested by the teaching of Scripture 
and the Spirit of Christ. 

That the Christian consciousness has 
authority in shaping theology in its 
doctrines and duties is an obvious 
historical fact. The Christian conscious- 
ness of the New Testament relegated 
to desuetude some of the doctrines and 

practices of the Old Testament, such as 
polygamy and slavery, not to speak of its 
whole ceremonial system; and the later 
Christian consciousness has swept these 
twin relics of barbarism off the map of 
Christendom. It is the Christian con- 
sciousness that has adopted and is 
enforcing the doctrine of total abstinence 
and the prohibition of the liquor traffic; 
and it is now marching forward with an 
ever-enlarging program of social reform 
and reconstruction, progressively Chris- 
tianizing the whole social order. Back 
of all our noisy and confused politics 
there is an invisible power silently writ- 
ing our laws and constitutions, to which 
at last the most selfish politician and 
blatant demagogue must bow. 

The Christian consciousness from 
time to time rewrites our creeds, cutting 
out of them some things, such as limited 
atonement and the reprobation of infants 
dying in infancy, and putting into them 
other things, such as the universal love 
and atonement of God, the salvation of 
all infants dying in infancy, and the 
duty of missions. In time a secular 
change comes over our theology and 
preaching, which becomes noticeable 
when the creeds and sermons of today 
are compared with those of a hundred or 
five hundred years ago, and the Christian 
consciousness brings about these changes 
as the secular forces of geology lift 
continents and carve mountains. Its 
growth may be slow and imperceptible 
and it may be decried and resisted, but 
when it accumulates sufficient pressure 
it overrides all opposition and imposes 
its decrees, or it diffuses itself through 
the whole Christian atmosphere of the 
world and causes its seeds tobloom and its 
fruits to ripen as gently and irresistibly 
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as the summer sun opens buds and ripens 
rosy fruit and golden grain. 

Our analysis of authority in theology 
shows that there is no one voice that 
speaks to us in final tones or one seat 
in which it resides. We would fain find 
some single fixed authority that would 
settle every question for us and tell us 
just what to believe and do. Some 
Roman Catholics think that they have 
such an authority in the Pope, and some 
Protestants think that they have it in 
the Bible. But such an authority is not 
psychologically possible. Did we have 
it we would still have to decide what it 
says and means, and this would throw us 
back into all our present processes and 
perplexities. Though God himself spoke 
to us out of the heavens or wrote his 

message in letters of light across the sky, 
we would have to interpret the voice or 
inscription and would be involved in the 
whole difficulty of determining its mean- 
ing; and, after we had determined this, 
our decision and thereby its authority 
would rest upon our judgment and thus 
would be based upon the primary 
authority of our own minds. 

The deepest principle of the Reforma- 
tion was this right and validity of private 
judgment in determining the meaning 
of Scripture and thus deciding what has 
authority over us in religion. This 
central principle of the Reformers is 
clearly set forth in the Westminster 
Confession of Faith, which, after enu- 
merating the "arguments" in the Bible 
"whereby it doth abundantly evidence 
itself to be the Word of God," says: 
"Yet, notwithstanding, our full persua- 
sion and assurance of the infallible truth, 
and divine authority thereof, is from the 
inward work of the Holy Spirit, bearing 

witness by and with the Word in our 
hearts." Yet this does not leave us in 
serious uncertainty and perplexity, for 
we are so constituted that we can find 
truth and right, and God has not left 
us without light. We can use our own 
faculties, and we are bound to accept 
our own sense of truth and duty; and 
we are also bound to use all the means 
for enlightening our mind and conscience 
as found in nature, man, Scripture, 
Christ, and God. 

This is the method and spirit of the 
Bible and of Christ himself. The Bible 
never imposes its word upon us by mere 
authority. It constantly challenges us 
to try the spirits (see I John 4:I) and to 
search all things and hold fast only (see 
I Thess. 5:21) that which is good. God 
himself does not attempt to override 
our faculties, but bids us, "Come, now, 
and let us reason together." He has 
endowed us with reason and wants us 
to use it to its full power and responsibil- 
ity. Having intrusted us with reason 
he would not stifle our minds and stultify 
his own work by refusing to allow our 
reason to fulfil its proper function. This 
is true rationalism. There is a kind 
of "rationalism" that is in great disre- 
pute in theological circles: that use and 
spirit of the reason by which it exalts 
itself into a source of knowledge and an 
authority independent of, and superior 
to, objective reality, especially of revela- 
tion. But this is a false rationalism 
which is foreign to the true use and spirit 
of reason. 

The most beautiful instance of the 
true attitude of religion to reason found 
in the Bible and in all religious literature 
is the reply of Jesus to the disciples of 
John the Baptist when he sent them to 
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Intellectualism is the bane of religion. We always fail when we try to think our 
religion instead of living it. Mysticism is the contrary of intellectualism, and some- 
times its rival. It ought to be brought into fellowship with our rational thinking and 
utilized in the interest of our developing thinking. 

At present mysticism, while gaining 
general recognition as a valuable part of 
religion, is applied to life (in an organized 
way) only by certain of the new cults 
known as Christian Science, New 
Thought, and the like, and by the 
Quakers, who represent the element of 
quietism. But if the churches could 
make these applications themselves, they 
not only would hold many who are 
now drifting away into various forms 
of extra-church mysticism, but would 
strengthen themselves to meet sympa- 
thetically the present growing interest 
in what pertains to the world of the 
unseen; for this, while possibly not a 

religious interest, takes hold of people 
who are seeking, perhaps unconsciously, 
a real religion of faith. 

If the churches could bring them- 
selves to grant the hypothesis that every 
good thing belongs by right to the child 
of God-the citizen of the Kingdom of 
Heaven-the next step would be easy: 
"How shall we obtain these good things 
for ourselves?" They could then ob- 
serve the working methods of the new 
cults, not to copy but to improve on 
them. 

However, there are certain obstacles 
in the way of the acceptance by the 
churches of the ideal of a realization of 
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Jesus asking if he were the Messiah. 
John in his prison cell was in a prison 
mood and had fallen into doubt on this 
fundamental point; yet Jesus did not 
return him a dogmatic answer, settling 
the question for him, but he sent addi- 
tional facts, more light, to John and told 
him to think the problem through for 
himself. God has given us plenty of 
facts, abundance of light, in this tangled 
and dark world, for us to find the way of 
truth and duty, but we must work out 

the problem of what truth si for our- 
selves. "Let every man be fully per- 
suaded in his own mind." There is no 
other way. And as we walk this way, 
often in difficulty and perplexity, we 
shall find that it follows him who said, 
"I am the truth," and that it issues in 
the presence of God, who is light, the 
supreme Source and Authority of all 
truth and right. In following this path 
we shall not walk in darkness, but shall 
have the light of life. 
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